
FLOORLINE F212
INTERNAL ACRYLIC LINE MARKING PAINT

Spectrum HYBRID FloorLine F212 is an acrylic line marking paint for internal applications such as warehousing and facilities.  

It has an increased gloss level from standard single pack paints which offers reduced dirt pickup and provides clearer 

markings for longer, whilst maintaining the high quality and ease of use being a spray applied single pack product.  FloorLine 

F212 delivers a high quality line marking in a single pass application without requiring a sealer therefore reducing application 

time and overall downtime which a typical internal application would incur.

• Reduced dirt pick up - markings are clearer for longer

• Spray applied - fast and efficient application

• Available in a range of colours

White YellowBlack Traffic Red
RAL 3020

Traffic Blue
RAL 5017

Traffic Green
RAL 6024

CONTACT US TO FIND OUT MORE OR BOOK A 

DEMONSTRATION WITH OUR  TECHNICAL EXPERTS.

CALL FREE: 0808 118 1922 MEONUK.COM

FEATURES AND BENEFITS



PREPARATION:

MIXING:

APPLICATION:

CURING:

TECHNICAL:

AFTERCARE AND MAINTENANCE:

STORAGE:

HEALTH AND SAFETY:
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The application surface should be sound and clean, free from grease, 

oil, rust, scale, dirt, or any other soiling that might affect adhesion or 

performance. In any case, but especially in the case of overcoating 

existing line markings, it is further recommended that test areas 

be coated to ensure good adhesion and/or compatibility with the 

substrate.

Concrete - should be clean, dry and free from dust, dirt, grease

and other contaminates etc. Do not apply to newly laid concrete.

Surfaces to be coated should be at least 4 weeks old and have a

moisture content of less than 7%.

Please note that any smooth/polished surface will require special

preparation; please call or email pictures of your specific situation

and we will advise on recommended preparation procedure. Test

trials should be carried out in the first instance on a small area.

PRIMERS:

Concrete - use Meon UniPrime X250

Mix thoroughly before use. This product is supplied ready to use and 

does not usually need thinning.  If thinning is required, use Meon SF 

Thinners X290.

Use Meon UltraClean X792 to clean uncured FloorLine F212 from 

tools and equipment.

Avoid inhalation of vapours and contact with skin and eyes.  Wear 

suitable protective clothing, gloves and eye/face protection.  Take 

additional care when spraying under high pressure.  Familiarise 

yourself with the material safety data sheets before using this 

product. If you need a copy please call our technical team on 

023 9220 0606.

STORAGE CONDITIONS:  

Storage area should be dry, protected from direct sunlight and 

extremes of temperature - i.e. between 50C & 200C.  If product is 

stored for more than 30 days, full and thorough mechanical mixing 

will be required before using.

SHELF LIFE: 

6 months when stored under cover, in original unopened containers, 

in accordance with Storage Condition guidelines listed above.

SIZES AVAILABLE:

Supplied in 20kg tins.
FloorLine F212 is applied using airless spray equipment but can also 

be applied by brush or roller. We recommend using a 215 yellow 

lining tip for a 50mm line. For best finish, it is recommended the 

edges are masked off to get a straight edge using Meon ProGaff 

Tape applied using the Meon StraightLine tape dispenser.

Do not apply when the air or surface temperature is below 5°C 

or less than 3°C above dew point; when the surface is wet with 

condensation or likely to be during the drying period.

TOUCH DRY: TRAFFIC TIME: FULL CURE:

15-30 minutes 4 hours 4 hours

Technical data @ 15°C and 65% relative humidity

TYPICAL COVERAGE:

m² per kg g/m² 50mm line per 20kg kit

2.0 481 800m

GLOSS LEVEL: 11.5 GU

FILM THICKNESS:

WFT: 370μm

DFT: 270µm


